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r,ither to call upon the Commission, or at least to mention it in a resolution. 

Mr, FISHER (Political fidviser) had understood from the exchange of views which 

h:id triken place that all the wnbers of the Commission felt it difficult to take a 

decision of principle on the yuestion of setting up new special corrmittees, In 

that case it might perhaps be possible to use an experimental method and create an 

opportunity for reviving the existing special committee. It might be suggested 

to Israel -and Jordan, either through normal diplomatic channels or in the course of 
2. 

unofficial telks, that they request the Commission to convene the existing special 

committee in order to discuss a specific que&ion, for instance that of Mount 
. : 

Sdopus'. If sorre positive reqlts yere achieved; a precedent would have been 
.’ i. 

,.’ 'established and the example might be followed in ‘the”f;ui)ur~.’ 
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"'Me, PXMER (United States) felt that it was not the character of the spwial : 
committee itself which constituted the obstacie.to the success of its work, but 

the intransigence of the parties concerned, Inhich would.certainly manifest itself 
' ; ' 

even more markedly if a problem as delicate as that of'Mo& Scopus were involved. :. .i . . 
It should not be forgotten that if the Mixed Armistice Commissions~ been able to 

.’ 
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achieve some positive results it was because they'bd &problems of aecorrdary 
. . :, . 

iiportfmce to solve. ; 
/; 

Mr,' de &XSANCZR (France) shared kr. ‘, Pa&errs fears'and delt that the problem 

of Mount Scopus could only be solved within thelframework of.a general settlement 
. 

of the questions outstatiing between Israel and Jordan. 
. 

The CHAIR~GLN thought that Mr, Fisher's suggestion to revive the Israel-Jofian 

Special Committee could be borne in mind, but not for dealing with the case of 

Mount scopus, The Commission should take advantage of the first westion which 

could.be solved relatively easily to revive that Special Committee, under the 

chairmanship of a representative of the Conciliation Commission. 

Mr. FISHER (Political Adviser), expanding his previous suggestion, explained 
. 

that he had chosen the question of Motit Scopus as the starting. point for a 

practical experiment for the very reason that that question could not be solved 

separately from other problems and becjust it would be necessary, in discussing it, 




